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Study Overview
How loyal are home loan customers to their previous broker?
How do people choose the way they get their next loan?
To find out the answer to those questions, we conducted one-on-one interviews with 40
Australians who had a mortgage – 25 broker customers and 15 direct-to-lender customers.
We also wanted to understand:
• What sort of experience borrowers have with their broker or lender after settlement
• How brokers can maintain trust with their clients after settlement
• How email marketing can strengthen (or undermine) that trust
During the first half of the interview, customers were asked about their experience with their
broker/lender. We wanted to know:
• How their broker / lender stays in touch with them
• What sort of emails they receive from their broker / lender
• Whether they like and remember these emails
• What sort of content would help them make better decisions about home loans and
property goals
• How often they want to hear from their broker
• How they plan to get their next loan
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During the second half of the interview, customers logged into a pre-built email account (shown
below). They were asked to imagine it was the end of the day, and they had 15 minutes to sort
through their emails. We wanted to know which emails they’d open, and why. Once they opened
certain emails we watched how they interacted with the content.
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Key Findings
Overview
Our focus group had two types of home loan borrowers:

Broker customers

62%

Direct-to-lender
customers

38%

Here is an overview of our findings for broker customers

25%

15%

could not recall hearing
from their broker after
settlement

received regular calls
from their broker

Broker customers
– key findings

60%
said they received some
sort of regular email
from their broker
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Clients who receive regular calls from their mortgage broker:
✓ Have the highest level of trust with their broker
✓ Are less likely to open rate-based emails from rival brokers or lenders
✓ Are more likely to show rival offers to their broker

Watch and listen to some of our broker customers in the study

https://youtu.be/yunLRBtPXLA

The most common emails customers reported to receive from their brokers were RBA updates
and birthday wishes – but these hold little value for borrowers. Borrowers who receive only RBA
and birthday emails would likely use the same broker in the future, but would switch if they found
a better offer or broker.
If borrowers don’t hear from their broker after settlement, even the ones who had an outstanding
experience would be open to shopping around for their next loan. Borrowers feel little loyalty to
brokers who don’t maintain contact. However, ‘ignored’ borrowers still like the idea of brokers in
general, so they’re open to pursuing email offers from other brokers.
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Direct-to-lender customers – key findings

95%

10%

reported their bank did nothing

felt some form of loyalty to

to stay in touch with them

their lender

other than transactional emails

85%

95%

15%

were not concerned about

planned to visit a comparison

would ask their current

their current loan setup

site to first research rates

lender to match a lower rate
they found

Watch and listen to some of our direct-to-bank customers in the study

https://youtu.be/nyRThVPWev8
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Other findings
In general, broker customers are more interested in emails with news, property data and helpful
tips than banking customers. Broker customers are less rate-sensitive than bank customers, but
they’re still curious about how their home loan rate compares to what’s out there in the market.
In general, direct-to-lender customers have little love for their lender, although they feel some
level of trust and comfort in dealing with a familiar institution. These customers are very rate-sensitive and like emails that promise them lower rates or special offers. Many of these customers
went direct-to-lender because they felt brokers would be more likely to steer them to the loan that
paid the highest commission rather than the best loan.
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What your clients think about different types of broker email
Focus group members were asked to review seven different types of broker emails. Here’s how
they responded:
1. RBA update (rates unchanged)
• Only 10% of consumers would open a ‘rates unchanged’ email
• Few people found it useful – 12% of broker customers, 15% of lender
customers
• Most felt an update holds little value unless the RBA makes a
dramatic move

Watch how users responded to RBA emails

2. Win an overseas holiday
• Only 5% of consumers would open this kind of competition email
• Very few would then bother to enter – 0% of broker customers, 5% of
lender customers
• Most saw this sort of email as a ploy to get their details, and assumed
they would then get harassed by salespeople
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Watch how users responded to ‘Competition’ emails

3. Free property report
• A significant number of people would download the report if they
opened the email – 25% of broker customers, 35% of lender customers
• However, the reports weren’t seen as particularly valuable – most
people believed they regularly get emails like this and could easily get a
free report if they wanted one

4. Monthly newsletter with short copy and lots of images
• 55% of customers would open these newsletters from time to time –
they see the content as informative rather than saleslike
• People who open the newsletters tend to skim rather than read them –
their eyes get drawn to charts, graphs, bullet-points and ‘landmark’
sections
5. People are divided on whether brokers should put their photo in the newsletter – some find
it off putting, others want to be reminded of their broker’s identity
6. 95% of broker customers would enjoy getting this sort of email from their broker, and feel it
would help them remember their broker
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Watch how users responded to these newsletters

https://youtu.be/obpPROe0zTc

5. Monthly newsletter with lots of copy, fewer images and links to website
• 25% of customers would open these newsletters from time to time
• When people open the newsletters, they skim them – the newsletters
are too full to be read methodically from beginning to end
• People don’t like stock photos (which they can spot a mile away)
• 25% of broker customers would enjoy getting this sort of email from
their broker – but most customers would either ignore or delete the email
Watch how users responded to these newsletters
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6. Interest rate comparison
• Popularity varied widely between customer type – this kind of email
would be opened by 35% of broker customers, 90% of lender customers
• People want the interest rates to be embedded in the email – they
don’t want to be forced to click through to a website

Watch how users responded to these newsletters

7. Home loan education
• Customers had very little interest in receiving these emails – if they
wanted to know more about a topic, they would Google it or call their
broker
• Most people find these emails cheesy and self-promotional
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Seven Big Lessons for Mortgage Brokers
1. Your clients are much more likely to read your emails if they know you
A poorly-written email you send to someone you do know is more likely to get opened than a
well-written email you send to someone you don’t know.
That’s because familiarity is #1 factor that influences whether your emails get opened.
The first thing people do when they get your emails is check the sender’s name:
• If they know you … they’ll probably see your emails as relevant
• If they don’t know you … they’ll probably see your emails as spam
That’s not to say people won’t open your emails if they don’t know you; just that you need to
get more things right in terms of email marketing best practices.

To see how much familiarity influences open rates, check out our testing:
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2. Your clients are more likely to read emails from an unknown company than an unknown person
One of the most surprising results in our study was that when people receive emails from an
unknown party, they’re more likely to trust an unknown business over an unknown individual.
That’s because an unknown business feels more credible – you can visit its website, give it a
call and find out what it offers.
But with an unknown person, it’s harder to understand who they are or what their agenda is.
3. Your clients hate getting sales-like emails
Every single member of our focus group disliked ‘salesy’ emails – letters that felt pushy or
ultra-promotional.
People respond poorly to emails that make sensationalist claims and include too many
calls-to-action.

To see how much people dislike salesy emails, check out our testing:
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4. Your clients don’t read your newsletters – they scan them
Here’s what people DON’T do when they get your newsletters:
• Read every single word
• Proceed logically from beginning to end
Here’s what people DO do when they get your newsletters:
• Open it and make a split second decision to delete it or not
• Scan bits and pieces
• Jump from one ‘landmark’ (headlines, bullet-points, buttons, images) to the next
• Read paragraphs they’ve been drawn to
When people open your newsletters, they get drawn to the most prominent ‘landmark’, and
then briefly scan down. If those landmarks are too sales-like, they close your emails.
Here are some other key findings:
• Short headlines work better than long headlines
• Big blocks of text are annoying
• Paragraphs with more than two sentences are unlikely to get read
• Content ‘below the fold’ often gets ignored (because many people don’t realise this
out-of-sight content exists)
5. Your customers will leave you if they get a good offer
Only a small percentage of our focus group members felt strong loyalty to their broker.
Most said they would leave their broker if they received the right communication at the right
time. Enticing offers might include:
• Lower interest rates
• Refinancing deals
• Techniques to save money
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All our focus group members said they received marketing emails from other brokers and
lenders. They would need only one strong offer to switch – especially if they didn’t remember
their broker.

To see how willing people are to shop around, check out our testing:

6. Your clients find it hard to resist low rates
Even smart, sophisticated borrowers find it hard not to have their heads turned when they
discover a home loan with a lower interest rate than theirs.
Focus group members who had a strong relationship with their broker said they would take
this low-rate loan to their broker. However, many others said they would make their own
enquiries.
Low rates are almost impossible to resist, so you need to constantly remind your clients:
• The cheapest loan isn’t always the best loan
• It’s in their interests to run all loans by you first
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7. Your clients are more likely to remain loyal if you stay close to them
After settlement, clients don’t want to hear from their broker constantly. But they do want
some contact and they do want their broker to be accessible if they need help.
Clients who felt loyal to their broker said their broker:
• Called regularly
• Emailed them important information each month
Important information included content about making money, saving money and saving time.
Clients who felt little or no loyalty to their broker said their broker:
• Called rarely
• Emailed them only RBA updates
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For further questions or information please contact
Paul Smith
paul.smith@activepipe.com.au
0421923019
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